separate-but-together
Our coverage of the design industry’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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45 THE WAY FORWARD
by Annie Block and Jen Renzi
Our coverage of the design industry’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

departments

35 HEADLINERS

89 MARKET
by Rebecca Thienes, Annie Block, Georgina McWhirter, Peter Webster, and Nicholas Tamarin

112 CENTERFOLD
by Annie Block
Color Therapy
Margaret McMahon copes with sheltering in place by getting inventive with household objects.

173 LAUNCH

209 GREATER GOOD

210 BOOKS
by Stanley Abercrombie

212 CONTACTS

215 INTERVENTION
by Georgina McWhirter
Leadership

Ronan Bouroullec
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Patrick Jouin: Future: The Present From the Past
A conceptual sketch in pencil and watercolor.

Erwan Bouroullec: Dancer

Rebecca Moses: Stay at Home Girl series, Sydney Stinson

Dedar and Icินori: Minutes

Felderman Keatinge + Associates: Alone Together

Dedar and Icìnori: Minutes

LA FINESTRA SUL MOVIMENTO